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TORQUE BALANCING APPARATUS AND 
METHOD FOR AN AUTOMOTIVE 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an automotive tempera 
ture control system and, more particularly, to an apparatus 
for balancing the torque necessary to adjust the temperature 
of the air ?oW produced by the automotive temperature 
control system. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Aconventional apparatus controls the output temperature 
of an automotive temperature control system by controlling 
the position of a mechanical blend door that resides Within 
the automotive temperature control system. This blend door 
determines the amount of air ?oW that passes through a 
heater core and the amount of air ?oW that bypasses the 
heater core. The most economical control apparatus for the 
blend door is a completely mechanical actuator that requires 
no electrical or pneumatic assistance. The source of poWer 
for the conventional mechanical actuator is the human hand. 
Aperson may operate this mechanical actuator by rotating a 
temperature control knob that is typically mounted on an 
instrument panel of a vehicle. 

Since a human hand poWers the mechanical actuator, the 
output torque produced by the mechanical actuator is very 
loW. Also, the human hand is sensitive to the variations of 
torque required to adjust the position of the blend door. For 
a conventional automotive temperature control system, the 
Weight of the blend door is the main cause of the torque 
variations that the human hand feels. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

This problem has been previously addressed by attaching 
a counterWeight to the blend door so that the torque neces 
sary to move the door upWard or doWnWard is balanced. 
HoWever, this small torque requirement also leads to unde 
sirable vibration and even signi?cant movement of the blend 
door due to the vibration and inertial forces created by an 
operating vehicle. 

To create a cost ef?cient mechanical actuator that provides 
a consistent torque effort throughout the adjustment range of 
the blend door in both rotation directions, a counter 
balancing mechanism in accordance With the present inven 
tion may be integrated into the design of the temperature 
control system. The counter-balancing mechanism offsets 
the Weight of the blend door Without undesirable vibration or 
movement of the blend door. As a result, the counter 
balancing mechanism removes the input torque variations 
that the person feels as he or she adjusts the blend door in 
the pursuit of adjusting the output temperature of the tem 
perature control system. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With one feature of the present invention, 
an apparatus controls a temperature of air ?oW from a 
temperature control system. The apparatus includes a blend 
door, an output gear, and a biasing mechanism. The blend 
door blocks air How and has a plurality of positions, each 
blocking different amounts of air ?oW. The blend door is 
rotatable about a ?rst aXis betWeen each of the plurality of 
positions. The output gear is secured to the blend door and 
is rotatable about the ?rst aXis to rotate the blend door 
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2 
betWeen each of the plurality of positions. The biasing 
mechanism facilitates rotation of the output gear in a ?rst 
rotation direction and impedes rotation of the output gear in 
a second rotation direction opposite the ?rst rotation direc 
tion such that the torque necessary to rotate the output gear 
in the ?rst rotation direction is substantially equal to the 
torque necessary to rotate the output gear in the second 
rotation direction. The biasing mechanism includes a ramp 
ing surface and a projecting member biasingly engaging the 
ramping surface. 

In accordance With another feature of the present 
invention, an apparatus controls an output temperature of a 
temperature control system. The apparatus includes an out 
put gear, an input gear, and a biasing mechanism. The output 
gear is rotatable about a ?rst aXis betWeen a plurality of 
rotation positions. The input gear drives the output gear. The 
input gear is rotatable about a second aXis parallel to the ?rst 
aXis to rotate the output gear to each of the plurality of 
rotation positions. The biasing mechanism facilitates rota 
tion of the input gear in a ?rst rotation direction and impedes 
rotation of the input gear in a second rotation direction 
opposite the ?rst rotation direction such that the torque 
necessary to rotate the input gear in the ?rst rotation direc 
tion is substantially equal to the torque necessary to rotate 
the input gear in the second rotation direction. The biasing 
mechanism includes a ramping surface on the input gear and 
a resilient structure for engaging the ramping surface. 

In accordance With still another feature of the present 
invention, a method controls a temperature of air ?oW from 
a temperature control system. The method includes the 
folloWing steps: rotating a ?rst gear about a ?rst aXis in a ?rst 
rotation direction; imparting rotation to a second gear and a 
blend door about a second aXis parallel to the ?rst aXis in a 
second rotation direction opposite the ?rst rotation direction 
by the rotating of the ?rst gear in the ?rst rotation direction; 
applying resistance to rotation of the ?rst gear in the ?rst 
rotation direction by biasing a projecting member against a 
ramping surface; rotating the ?rst gear about the ?rst aXis in 
a third rotation direction opposite the ?rst rotation direction; 
imparting rotation to the second gear and the blend door 
about the second aXis in a fourth rotation direction opposite 
the second rotation direction by the rotating of the ?rst gear 
in the third rotation direction; and applying assistance to 
rotation of the ?rst gear in the third rotation direction by 
biasing the projecting member against the ramping surface 
such that the torque necessary to rotate the ?rst gear in the 
?rst rotation direction is substantially equal to the torque 
necessary to rotate the ?rst gear in the third rotation direc 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing and other features of the present invention 
Will become apparent to those skilled in the art to Which the 
present invention relates upon reading the folloWing descrip 
tion With reference to the accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of an apparatus in accordance 
With the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged schematic vieW of part of the 
apparatus of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of the part of the apparatus 
of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a detailed perspective vieW of part of the 
apparatus of FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic vieW of a temperature control 
system for use With the apparatus of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 6 is a schematic vieW of one feature of the apparatus 
of FIG. 1; 
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FIG. 7 is a schematic vieW of another feature of the 
apparatus of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 8 is a schematic vieW of still another feature of the 
apparatus of FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

In accordance With the present invention, FIG. 1 illus 
trates an apparatus 100 for use With an automotive tempera 
ture control system 10 (FIG. 5). The apparatus 100 controls 
the temperature of air ?oW from the temperature control 
system 10. The apparatus 100 includes a climate control unit 
110, a mechanical actuator 120, and a blend door 150 (FIG. 
5). 
As vieWed schematically in FIG. 1, the climate control 

unit 110 interfaces With an occupant of a vehicle. The 
climate control unit 110 is typically mounted on an instru 
ment panel of the vehicle. The climate control unit 110 
includes a manually rotatable temperature control knob 112. 
The occupant controls the output temperature of the tem 
perature control system 10 by rotating the temperature 
control knob 112 betWeen the positions of Full-Cool 114 and 
Full-Warm 116. The temperature control knob 112 typically 
has detent mechanisms (not shoWn) that provide a tactile 
feel so that the occupant may position the temperature 
control knob at distinct 10° increments. The increments are 
indicated by the lines 118. The rotation of the temperature 
control knob 112 creates a linear motion of cables (not 
shoWn) that move Within a conduit 119 (as is knoWn in the 
art). The cables are attached to the mechanical actuator 120 
and transfer the rotation of the temperature control knob 112 
to the mechanical actuator 120. 

As vieWed in FIG. 2, the mechanical actuator 120 
includes a housing 122, an input gear 130 secured in the 
housing and rotatable about an input axis 131 in the housing, 
an output gear 140 secured in the housing and rotatable 
about an output axis 141 parallel to the input axis, and a 
biasing mechanism 124, 224, or 324 (FIGS. 6—8). The input 
gear 130 is rotated by the cables of the conduit 119 When the 
temperature control knob 112 is similarly rotated (as is 
knoWn in the art). The input gear 130 has teeth 134 in 
meshing engagement With teeth 144 on the output gear 140. 
The input gear 130 imparts opposite rotation to the output 
gear 140 as the input gear rotates and drives the output gear. 

When rotated, the input gear 130 transmits torque to the 
output gear 140. The output gear 140 is attached to an output 
shaft 149. The output gear 140 rotates the output shaft 149. 
The output shaft 149 is attached to a blend door shaft 152 of 
the blend door 150 (FIG. 5). 
As vieWed in FIG. 5, the temperature control system 10 

includes a system housing 12, a heater core 14, and an 
evaporator core 16 for use With the blend door 150 of the 
apparatus 100. An air ?oW enters the system housing 12 at 
an entrance 18. The air ?oW passes through the evaporator 
core 16. The evaporator core 16 cools and dehumidi?es the 
air ?oW. The position of the blend door 150 determines 
Whether and hoW much of the air How is blocked and/or 
passes through the heater core 14. Cold air How 22 and hot 
air How 24 are mixed together at an exit 20 of the tempera 
ture control system 10. 
As vieWed in FIGS. 3, 4, 6, and 7, the biasing mechanism 

124 or 224 may have a ramping surface 132 along the outer 
diameter of the input gear 130. The ramping surface 132 
de?nes an annular surface that is axially sloped relative to 
the input axis 131 and extends tangentially around the 
circular perimeter of the input gear 130. The shape of the 
ramping surface 132 may be determined by mathematical 
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4 
calculation for optimum control of the apparatus 100. As 
vieWed in FIGS. 6 and 7, the ramping surface 132 is slightly 
concave and curved toWard the body of the input gear 130. 

As vieWed in FIG. 6, the biasing mechanism 124 may 
further include a resilient structure such as a projecting 
plunger-type member 126 axially biased against the ramping 
surface 132 such that the torque necessary to rotate the input 
gear 130 in a ?rst rotation direction 136 is substantially 
equal to the torque necessary to rotate the input gear in a 
second rotation direction 138 opposite the ?rst rotation 
direction. The plunger-type member 126 and a compressed 
spring member 128 are secured in a portion 123 of the 
housing 122 and provide a continuous axial biasing force 
against the ramping surface 132 as the input gear 130 rotates 
about the input axis 131. The curvature and slope of the 
ramping surface 132 convert the axial biasing force into 
components of axial force against the body of the input gear 
130 and rotational force against the input gear about the 
input axis 131. 
As vieWed in FIG. 7, an alternative biasing mechanism 

224 may include a resilient structure such as a projecting 
cantilever-type member 226 resiliently biased against the 
ramping surface 132 such that the torque necessary to rotate 
the input gear 130 in the ?rst rotation direction 136 is 
substantially equal to the torque necessary to rotate the input 
gear in the second rotation direction 138. The de?ected 
cantilever-type member 226, acting as a ?exure spring, is 
secured to a portion 223 of the housing 122 and provides a 
continuous axial biasing force against the ramping surface 
132 as the input gear 130 rotates about the input axis 131. 
The curvature and slope of the ramping surface 132 convert 
the axial biasing force into components of axial force against 
the body of the input gear 130 and rotational force against 
the input gear about the input axis 131. 
As vieWed in FIG. 8, another biasing mechanism 324 may 

include a resilient structure such as a projecting pivoting 
type member 326 biased against a radially curved ramping 
surface 332 (instead of the ramping surface 132) such that 
the torque necessary to rotate the input gear 130 in the ?rst 
rotation direction 136 is substantially equal to the torque 
necessary to rotate the input gear in the second rotation 
direction 138. The shape of the ramping surface 332 may be 
determined by mathematical calculation for optimum con 
trol of the apparatus 100. The ramping surface 332 is curved 
around the input axis 131 and extends axially aWay from the 
body of the input gear 130. 

The L-shaped pivoting-type member 326 is rotatable 
about a pivot axis 331 and is rotatably secured to a portion 
323 of the housing 122. The pivot axis 331 is typically 
parallel to the input axis 131 and the output axis 141. A 
stretched spring member 328 is secured to another portion 
325 of the housing 122 and provides a continuous rotational 
biasing force against the pivoting-type member 326 about 
the pivot axis 331 and thereby a continuous radial biasing 
force against the ramping surface 332 as the input gear 130 
rotates about the input axis 131. The curvature of the 
ramping surface 332 converts the radial biasing force into 
components of radial biasing force against the center of the 
input gear 130 and rotational force against the input gear 
about the input axis 131. 

In operation, the Weight of the blend door 150 creates a 
torque Tdoor about the output axis 141. The torque Tdoor is 
generated at the center of gravity 151 of the blend door 150 
(FIG. 5). Due to the Weight of the blend door 150, the torque 
Tdoor causes the required input torque at the temperature 
control knob 112 to be greater When it is rotated from 
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Full-Cool 114 to Full-Warm 116 (a ?rst rotation direction 
136) than in the opposite direction from Full-Warm to 
Full-Cool (a second rotation direction 138). 
When the temperature control knob 112 is rotated in the 

?rst rotation direction 136, the blend door 150 is pivoted 
upWard, or lifted. When the temperature control knob 112 is 
rotated in the second rotation direction 138, the blend door 
150 is pivoted doWnWard, or loWered. The heavier the blend 
door 150, the greater the difference of torque betWeen the 
tWo opposite rotational directions 136 and 138. This situa 
tion occurs Whenever a blend door moves in the vertical 
direction, regardless Whether it is the pivoting door 150 of 
FIG. 5 or a sliding door (not shoWn). 

Since the temperature control knob 112 is operatively 
engaged With the blend door 150, the human hand can feel 
the torque difference When rotating the temperature control 
knob in each direction. A temperature control system that 
has drastic temperature control knob torque differences 
betWeen opposite rotational directions may give a vehicle 
occupant the impression of a loW quality temperature control 
system. 

To compensate for the Weight of the blend door 150, the 
ramping surface 132 or 332 has been added to the input gear 
130. The projecting member 126, 226, or 326 contacts the 
ramping surface 132 or 332 and eXerts a force on the 
ramping surface due to the spring member 128 or 328 or the 
projecting member 226 itself. As discussed above, the shape 
of the ramping surface 132 or 332 may be generated by a 
mathematical equation that alloWs control of the resultant 
forces at the interface of the ramping surface 132 or 332 and 
the projecting member 126, 226, or 326. 

Each increment of rotation of the temperature control 
knob 112 may impart a proportional amount of same direc 
tion rotation to the input gear 130 through the conduit 119. 
As the temperature control knob 112, and thereby the input 
gear 130, are rotated in the ?rst rotation direction 136 (i.e., 
clockWise as vieWed in FIG. 1), the required input torque to 
the temperature control knob is governed by the folloWing 
equation: 

Tknub=Tdetent+Tfrictiun+Tdour_Thins1 

Where: 

Tkn0b=input torque at the temperature control knob; 
Tdmm=torque caused by the detent mechanisms; 
Tfriction=torque generated by the actuator due to internal 

friction; 
Tdoor=torque generated by the Weight of the blend door; 

and 

Tbiasl=resultant torque due to the biasing mechanism. 
The detent torque Tdmm is a constant torque that one of 

the detent mechanisms generates to ensure that the blend 
door 150 remains stationary once the occupant releases the 
temperature control knob 112. The friction torque Tfn-cn-on is 
the unavoidable torque that is added to the input torque 
requirements of any mechanical actuator due to friction 
forces generated at all contact surfaces Within the mechani 
cal actuator 120, the climate control unit 110, and the 
conduit 119. 

The biasing mechanism torque Tbias1 is the resultant 
torque due to the biasing mechanism 124, 224, or 324 When 
the blend door 150 is being raised (i.e., pivoted counter 
clockWise as vieWed in FIG. 5). As the blend door 150 pivots 
upWard, the ramping surface 132 or 332 moves aWay from 
the projection member 126, 226, or 326. The forces gener 
ated at the projecting member-to-ramping surface interface 
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6 
thereby assist rotation of the input gear 130 and generate the 
resulting torque Tbiasl. The magnitude of Tbm1 is typically 
small compared to the other torque values discussed above. 
When the temperature control knob 112, and thereby the 

input gear 130, are rotated in the second rotation direction 
138 (i.e., counterclockWise as vieWed in FIG. 1), the blend 
door 150 is loWered (i.e., pivoted clockWise as vieWed in 
FIG. 5) and the directions of the torques Tdmm and Tfn-cn-on 
are reversed. The directions of T detent and Tfn-cn-on are alWays 
opposite of the rotational direction of the temperature con 
trol knob 112 and the input gear 130. The direction of Tdoor 
is in the same direction as before, hoWever, since Tdoor is 
created by gravity. 
NoW the ramping surface 132, 332 is moving toWard the 

projecting member 126, 226, 326 and is causing the spring 
member 128 to be compressed more, the cantilever-type 
member 226 to be de?ected more, or the spring member 328 
to be stretched, or extended, more. The compression/ 
de?ection/extension of the spring members 128, 226, 328 
generates a force on the ramping surface 132, 332 that resists 
rotation of the input gear 130. The resulting force at the 
projecting member-to-ramping surface interface creates the 
resulting torque of Tbiasz. The magnitude of Tbias2 is typi 
cally much larger than Tbias1 and has the opposite direction 
of Tbiasl' 
As the temperature control knob 112, and thereby the 

input gear 130, are rotated in the second rotation direction 
138, the required input torque to the temperature control 
knob is governed by the folloWing equation: 

Where: 

Tkn0b=input torque at the temperature control knob; 
Tdmm=torque caused by the detent mechanisms; 
Tfriction=torque generated by the actuator due to internal 

friction; 
Tdoor=torque generated by the Weight of the blend door; 

and 

Tbm2=resultant torque due to the biasing mechanism. 
By controlling the mechanical parameters of the spring 

members 128, 226, 328, the Weight of the blend door 150 
may be compensated for in a Way that the human hand 
cannot feel a difference in input torque Tknob betWeen the 
opposite rotation directions 136 and 138 of the temperature 
control knob 112. The Weight of the blend door 150 is 
essentially balanced by mathematically manipulating the 
relative magnitudes of Tbm1 and Tbias2 so that the ?nal input 
torque Tknob in both directions is substantially equal. 
The projecting members 126, 226, 326 and spring mem 

bers 128, 226, 328 are one Way of providing a controlled 
force on the ramping surfaces 132, 332. There are many 
Ways to provide a controlled force on the ramping surface 
132, 332. As vieWed in FIG. 6, the spring biased plunger 
type member 126 may provide the force on the ramping 
surface 132. As vieWed in FIG. 7, the ?exible cantilever-type 
member 232 may provide the force on the ramping surface 
132. As vieWed in FIG. 8, the spring biased pivoting-type 
member 326 may provide the force on an alternative ramp 
ing surface 332. A ?eXible cantilever-type member (not 
shoWn) similar to the member 226 may also provide the 
force on the ramping surface 332. 
As described above, the detent mechanisms maintain the 

blend door 150 in a ?Xed position once the human hand 
releases the temperature control knob 112. Due to the motion 
of the vehicle and the associated vibration, the Weight of the 
blend door 150 may cause the blend door to start moving 
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downward despite the detent mechanisms. The temperature 
control knob 112 Would then rotate on its oWn as the blend 
door 150 “drifts” doWnWard. This situation is knoWn as 
“door Walk”. The heavier the blend door (i.e., a metal blend 
door), the more pronounced the door Walk. Door Walk can 
be mitigated With a biasing mechanism having a viscous 
damper. As vieWed in FIG. 8, a viscous damper 329 may be 
included With the biasing mechanism 324. The viscous 
damper is connected in series With the spring member 328 
at one end and the pivoting-type member 326 at the other 
end. 

Alternatively, the viscous damper 328 may be connected 
in parallel With the spring member 328 With the portion 325 
of the housing 122 at one end and the pivoting-type member 
326 at the other end (not shoWn). Additionally, a damping 
device may be utiliZed With the biasing mechanisms 124, 
224 of FIGS. 6 and 7. 
A method in accordance With the present invention con 

trols a temperature of air ?oW from the temperature control 
system 10. The method includes the steps of: rotating a ?rst 
gear 130 about a ?rst axis 132 in a ?rst rotation direction 
136; imparting rotation to a second gear 140 and a blend 
door 150 about a second axis 142 parallel to the ?rst axis 132 
in a second rotation direction 138 opposite the ?rst rotation 
direction 136 by the rotating of the ?rst gear 130 in the ?rst 
rotation direction 136; applying resistance to rotation of the 
?rst gear 130 in the ?rst rotation direction 136 by biasing a 
projecting member 126, 226, or 326 against a ramping 
surface 132 or 332; rotating the ?rst gear 130 about the ?rst 
axis 132 in a third rotation direction 138 opposite the ?rst 
rotation direction 136; imparting rotation to the second gear 
140 and the blend door 150 about the second axis 142 in a 
fourth rotation direction 136 opposite the second rotation 
direction 138 by the rotating of the ?rst gear 130 in the third 
rotation direction 138; and applying assistance to rotation of 
the ?rst gear 130 in the third rotation direction 138 by 
biasing the projecting member 126, 226, or 326 against the 
ramping surface 132 or 332 such that the torque necessary 
to rotate the ?rst gear 130 in the ?rst rotation direction 136 
is substantially equal to the torque necessary to rotate the 
?rst gear 130 in the third rotation direction 138. 

The biasing steps of the method may further include 
axially biasing the projecting member 126 against the ramp 
ing surface 132 With the projecting member 126 extending 
axially toWard the ramping surface 132. Alternatively, the 
biasing steps of the method may further include axially 
biasing the projecting member 226 against the ramping 
surface 132 With the projecting member 226 extending 
tangentially about the ?rst gear 130. 
From the above description of the invention, those skilled 

in the art Will perceive improvements, changes and modi 
?cations. Such improvements, changes and modi?cations 
Within the skill of the art are intended to be covered by the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for controlling the temperature of an air 

?oW from a temperature control system, said apparatus 
comprising: 

a blend door for blocking air ?oW, said blend door having 
a plurality of positions each blocking different amounts 
of air ?oW, said blend door being rotatable about a ?rst 
axis betWeen each of said plurality of positions; 

an output gear secured to said blend door, said output gear 
being rotatable to rotate said blend door betWeen each 
of said plurality of positions, said blend door being 
effective to provide force impeding rotation of said 
output gear in a ?rst rotation direction and facilitating 
rotation of said output gear in a second rotation direc 
tion; and 
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a biasing mechanism for facilitating rotation of said 

output gear in a the ?rst rotation direction and impeding 
rotation of said output gear in the second rotation 
direction opposite said ?rst rotation direction such that 
the torque necessary to rotate said output gear in said 
?rst rotation direction is substantially equal to the 
torque necessary to rotate said output gear in said 
second rotation direction, said biasing mechanism 
including a ramping surface and a projecting member 
Which biasingly engages said ramping surface and 
Which applies force to said ramping surface facilitating 
rotation of said output gear in the ?rst rotation direction 
and impeding rotation of said output gear in the second 
rotation direction. 

2. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 further including 
an input gear for engaging said output gear, said input gear 
being rotatable about a second axis, said ramping surface of 
said biasing mechanism being disposed on said input gear. 

3. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2 further including 
a control knob for manually rotating said input gear. 

4. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2 further including 
an actuator housing for said output gear and said input gear, 
said housing supporting said projecting member and secur 
ing said projecting member in engagement With said ramp 
ing surface. 

5. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2 Wherein said 
ramping surface is sloped in a direction extending along said 
second axis, said ramping surface has an arcuate con?gu 
ration and curves around said second axis. 

6. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5 Wherein said 
projecting member extends along said second axis and is 
pressed against said ramping surface. 

7. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5 Wherein said 
projecting member comprises a cantilever spring member 
Which extends transverse to said second axis and presses 
against said ramping surface. 

8. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2 Wherein said input 
gear has opposite sides Which face in opposite directions 
along said second axis, said ramping surface being disposed 
on one of said sides of said input gear. 

9. The apparatus as set forth in claim 8 Wherein said 
biasing mechanism includes a spring element for biasing 
said projecting member into engagement With said ramping 
surface. 

10. The apparatus as set forth in claim 9 Wherein said 
projecting member is pivotable about a third axis Which is 
spaced from said ?rst and second axes. 

11. An apparatus for controlling an output temperature of 
a temperature control system, said apparatus comprising: 

a blend door Which is movable betWeen a ?rst position at 
least partially blocking air ?oW along a ?rst path and a 
second position at least partially blocking air ?oW 
along a second path; 

an output gear connected With said blend door and rotat 
able about a ?rst axis betWeen a plurality of rotation 
positions; 

an input gear for driving said output gear, said input gear 
being rotatable about a second axis to rotate said output 
gear to each of said plurality of rotation positions, said 
blend door being effective to provide a force Which 
impedes rotation of said output gear in a ?rst rotation 
direction and facilitates rotation of said output gear in 
a second rotation direction; and 

a biasing mechanism for facilitating rotation of said input 
gear in the ?rst rotation direction and impeding rotation 
of said input gear in the second rotation direction such 
that the torque necessary to rotate said input gear in said 
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?rst rotation direction is substantially equal to the 
torque necessary to rotate said input gear in said second 
rotation direction, 

said biasing mechanism including a ramping surface on 
said input gear and a resilient structure Which applies 
force to said ramping surface during movement of said 
blend door betWeen the ?rst and second positions. 

12. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11 Wherein said 
ramping surface slopes in a direction extending along said 
second axis, said ramping surface having an arcuate con 
?guration and extends at least part Way around said second 
axis. 

13. The apparatus as set forth in claim 12 Wherein said 
resilient structure extends axially toWard said ramping sur 
face and one end of said resilient structure is biased against 
said ramping surface. 

14. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11 Wherein said 
resilient structure includes a spring member Which provides 
force Which is transmitted to said ramping surface. 

15. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11 Wherein said 
ramping surface is curved about said second axis and 
extends outWard from one side of said input gear. 

16. The apparatus as set forth in claim 11 Wherein said 
resilient structure includes a coil spring element Which 
presses a member against said ramping surface. 

17. The apparatus as set forth in claim 16 Wherein said 
member is rotatable about a third axis parallel to said second 
axis. 

18. An apparatus for controlling the temperature of an 
air?oW from a temperature control system, said apparatus 
comprising: 

a blend door Which is movable betWeen a ?rst position at 
least partially blocking air ?oW along a ?rst path and a 
second position at least partially blocking air ?oW 
along a second path, 

a drive system connected With said blend door and 
operable to move said blend door betWeen the ?rst and 
second positions, said blend door being effective to 
apply to said drive system a ?rst force Which varies and 
Which facilitates operation of said drive system during 
movement of said blend door from the ?rst position to 
the second position, said blend door being effective to 
apply to said drive system a second force Which varies 
and Which impedes operation of said drive system 
during movement of said blend door from the second 
position to the ?rst position, 

a biasing assembly Which is connected With said drive 
system, said biasing assembly being operable to apply 
to said drive system a third force Which varies and 
Which impedes operation of said drive system during 
movement of said blend door from the ?rst position to 
the second position, said biasing assembly being oper 
able to apply to said drive system a fourth force Which 
varies and Which facilitates operation of said drive 
system during movement of said blend door from the 
second position to the ?rst position, said biasing assem 
bly being operable to vary said third force as a function 
of variations in said ?rst force during movement of said 
blend door from the ?rst position to the second 
position, said biasing assembly being operable to vary 
said fourth force as a function of variations in said 
second force during movement of said blend door from 
the second position to the ?rst position. 

19. An apparatus as set forth in claim 18 Wherein said 
drive system includes a gear Which is moved in a ?rst 
direction during movement of said blend door from the ?rst 
position to the second position and is moved in a second 
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direction during movement of said blend door from the 
second position to the ?rst position, said biasing assembly 
includes a ramp connected With said gear and a member 
disposed in engagement With said ramp, said member being 
effective to apply force against said ramp. 

20. An apparatus as set forth in claim 18 Wherein said 
drive system includes an output gear connected With said 
blend door and rotatable about a ?rst axis betWeen a plurality 
of rotation positions, and an input gear for driving said 
output gear, said input gear being rotatable about a second 
axis to rotate said output gear, said biasing assembly includ 
ing a ramp Which is rotatable With said input gear and a 
resilient structure Which applies force to said ramp. 

21. Amethod of controlling the temperature of an air ?oW 
from a temperature control system, said method comprising 
the steps of: 

manually rotating an input member in a ?rst rotational 
direction to move a blend door in a ?rst direction; 

manually rotating the input member in a second rotational 
direction to move the blend door in a second direction; 

transmitting from the blend door to the input member a 
?rst force Which assists rotation of the input member in 
the ?rst rotational direction during manual rotation of 
the input member in the ?rst rotational direction and 
movement of the blend door in the ?rst direction; 

transmitting from the blend door to the input member a 
second force Which resists rotation of the input member 
in the second rotational direction and movement of the 
blend door in the second direction; and 

maintaining the torque required to manually rotate the 
input member substantially constant during rotation of 
the input member in the ?rst and second rotational 
directions by transmitting to the input member a ?rst 
biasing force Which resists rotation of the input member 
in the ?rst rotational direction during manual rotation 
of the input member in the ?rst rotational direction and 
movement of the blend door in the ?rst direction and by 
transmitting to the input member a second biasing force 
Which assists rotation of the input member in the 
second rotational direction during manual rotation of 
the input member in the second rotational direction. 

22. An apparatus for controlling the temperature of an air 
?oW from a temperature control system, said apparatus 
comprising: 

a blend door having a plurality of positions in Which said 
blend door blocks different amounts of air ?oW along a 
path of air ?oW; 

a manually actuatable drive system connected With said 
blend door and manually operable to move said blend 
door betWeen said positions, said blend door being 
effective to apply force to said drive system in a 
direction facilitating manual operation of said drive 
system during movement of said blend door aWay from 
a ?rst one of said positions toWard a second one of said 
positions, said blend door being effective to apply force 
to said drive system in a direction impeding manual 
operation of said drive system during movement of said 
blend door aWay from said second one of sad positions 
toWard said ?rst one of said positions; and 

a biasing assembly Which is connected With said drive 
system and is effective to maintain force Which is 
required to manually operate to said drive system 
substantially constant during movement of said blend 
door toWard and aWay from said ?rst and second 
positions, said biasing assembly being operable to 
apply force to said drive system in a direction impeding 
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manual operation of said drive system during move 
ment of said blend door aWay from said ?rst one of said 
positions and toWard said second one of said positions, 
said biasing assembly being operable to apply force to 
said drive system in a direction facilitating manual 
operation of said drive system during movement of said 
blend door toWard said ?rst one of said positions and 
aWay from said second one of said positions. 

23. An apparatus as set forth in claim 22 Wherein said 
drive system includes a gear Which is moved in a ?rst 
direction during movement of said blend door aWay from 
said ?rst position toWard said second position and is moved 
in a second direction during movement of said blend door 
aWay from said second position toWard said ?rst position, 
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said biasing assembly includes a ramp connected With said 
gear and a member disposed in engagement With said ramp, 
said member being effective to apply force against said 
ramp. 

24. An apparatus as set forth in claim 22 Wherein said 
drive system includes an output gear connected With said 
blend door and rotatable about a ?rst aXis betWeen a plurality 
of rotation positions, and an input gear for driving said 
output gear, said input gear being rotatable about a second 
aXis to rotate said output gear, said biasing assembly includ 
ing a ramp Which is rotatable With said input gear and a 
resilient structure Which applies force to said ramp. 

* * * * * 


